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Abstract 
We present a test sequences generation method according to users needs. Our method is based on 
formal languages and monoid computations. The testing users needs are expressed by extended 
regular expressions. A combination between the specification and the test criteria is computed, 
providing a specific target sub-specification. Finally, a set of test sequences is generated from 
this target sub-specification. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Test sequences generation is an important area of protocol engineering. The generation 
methods can be applied on the one hand on finite state automata: Distinguishing Se
quences [Gon70], W method [Cho78] (and some improvements with Wp [Fa9I]), Transition 
Tour [NT8I], Unique Input Output (VIO) sequences [SD85, SD89] (and some improve
ments with VIOv [VCI89]), on the other hand on Formal Description Technique (FDT) 
specifications (Estelle, LOTOS ... ) [Fav87, CKM92]. The same methods are used with 
finite state machines and FDT. Empirical methods can be used to produce automatically 
test sequences. These methods provide sequences similar to those produced by hand by 
protocols experts [PG90]. 

All the methods are based on faults model applied to finite state machines (transfer 
fault between two states, output fault on a transition, .. ·)[BDD+9I]. The reader can find 
the presentation for the formal language point of view in [YL95]. 

The aim of all these methods is to produce the shortest sequences for a type of fault, 
but these methods make some assumptions for the finite state machine of the specification: 
determinism, completeness, reset mechanism, equality between the state number of the 
specification and the implementation ... Some extensions have been proposed, for instance, 
with partially-specified non deterministic state machines [LPB93]. 
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The industrial users [CCC92] want sets of test sequences which are accorded to the 
execution of their applications using the tested protocol. So it appears that their needs 
do not always correspond to the general behaviour of their application. The conformance 
sequences are not sufficient enough to verify the behaviour of a protocol in these cases. 
So, additional sequences have to be built and tested. 

We propose the following general goals : 

• to consider finite state machine with minimal restrictions (for example without reset 
mechanism, non deterministic machine, ... ) 

• to take a larger fault model into account (output error, transfer error, additional 
state, missing state). 

• to propose an intensive test of subsets of the specification (parts of the specification 
considered critical for the application). This approach, that can be named best effort 
generation, will give a large coverage of the subset, with, of course, the inconvenience 
of an enlarge set of test sequences. 

Figure 1 Global architecture of the method 

As we use IOSM, we can use formal languages theory and in particular the monoid 
theory. Each possible calculus in the automaton is associated with an element of a monoid. 
The considered monoid is finite and interesting elements are the idempotent one. Such 
an element satisfies the property that the consecutive execution of representatives of this 
element is equivalent to the execution of ones of them. This is the base of our method and 
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we will only consider a finite number of consecutive computations of given idempotents. 
This method is described in section 4 following the description of the considered fault 
model in section 3. 

We propose a generation method which is able to cover a large fault model. This 
method produces a great number of test sequences. 80 it is not clear to identify the part 
of the specification which is tested by it. We propose then an overlayer. This tool offers 
the user the possibility to control the fault model and moreover a criteria specification 
language. The control of the fault model is based on rules in the monoid to filter the 
test sequences generation. The criteria specification language is based on generalized 
regular expressions (predefined operator, references to the states and transitions of the 
specification). This criteria language correspond to the definition of sub-specifications 
which are still 108M. This part is described in section 5. 

The next section is devoted to preliminaries and the last one contains examples. 

2 PRELIMIN ARIES 

• Regular Expressions 

Let E be a set of symbols and e, the empty word. Classical operators with regular 
expressions are: U (union), . (concatenation), * (iteration) and the syntax of an expression 
E is: 

E ::= 01elaiE U EIE.EIE* Va E E 

£(E) denotes the language, the set of sequences (or words) over E associated with E, 
£(0) = 0, £(e) = {e}, £(a) = {a}, £(E1 U E2) = £(E1) U £(E2)' £(E1.E2) = {u1.u2Iu1 E 

£(E1),U2 E £(E2)}' £(E*) = {e} U {U1 ... unlV 1:::; i :::; n,Ui E E and n ? OJ. 

• Automata 

Let E be a finite alphabet (E is a set of input and output symbols). E+ denotes the 
words built over the alphabet E and E* = E+ U {e}. An automaton A is a quadruple 
(Q, qo, 8, F) where Q is a finite set of states, qo the initial state, 8 the transfer function: 
Q x E ---> Q, F is the set of final states, Fe Q. £(A) denotes the language recognized by 
the automaton A. A word w E E* belongs to £(A) if and only if qo ~ q, where q, E F. 
Figure 6 depicts an automaton which specifies a part of the INRE8 protocol. 

• The transitional monoid [Ber79, Ei176, Lal79, Pin86j 

With any automaton A( Q, qo, u, F), we can associate a congruence Ri defined on E* 
(i.e., an equivalence relation Ri satisfying: u, v E E*, U Ri V => Vw, w' E E*, wuw' Ri wvw') 
in order to describe the computation in A in a global way: 

Vu,v E E*,u Ri V iffVq,q' E Q,(q ~ q') {:> (q ~ q') 

This congruence, named the transitional congruence of A, is of finite index. u'" denotes 
the class of u, i.e. the set of words equivalent to u. Two different words in a same class 
have same computations from any state q to a same state q' of A. In the example of the 
figure 2, the congruence Ri has 4 classes: 

e", = e,a", = a+,b", = b+,ab", = a+bE* U b+aE*. 
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m, m, ma mb mab 
ma ma ma mab mab 
mb mb mab mb mab 
mab mab mab mab mab 

Figure 2 Example of Finite State Machine Table 1: Composition table 

With any congruence ~, we can associate a "transitional monoid" M (i.e. a set 
equipped with an associative operation denoted by 0 and a neutral element fl>j) in bi
jection with the set of classes of~. In order to clarify the presentation, we denote by 
mu , the element of M in bijection with UI>j. For our example, the monoid is defined by 
M = {m"ma,mb,mab} 

The operation 0 associated with M is defined by: mu 0 m~ = mu~. We can also define 
a composition table of the elements of M (Table 1 for the previous monoid). 

If the congruence is of finite index, the monoid M is obviously finite. So we have a 
finite representation of a language (the one recognized by A) which has an infinite number 
of words. 

The test sequences generation method, we propose in the following, is closely linked to 
a notion of "strong periodicity". In monoid theory, this notion can be found in the notion 
of idempotence: 

f E M is an idempotent if f 0 f = f2 = f 

The neutral element of a monoid is always an idempotent and if the monoid has a zero, it 
is also an idempotent. 

Any element of a finite monoid admits a power which is an idempotent (see, for in
stance, [Pin86]): 

Theorem 2.1 For all finite monoid M, 3kM E IN such that Vm E M, we have mkM = 
m2kM. 

The number kM is characteristic of the monoid, it does not depend on the considered 
element m. 

We also use the famous Ramsey theorem [GRS80j: 

Theorem 2.2 Let E be a set, we denote Pp(E) the set of subset of E with p elements. 
Let e be a partition of Pp(E) in k classes. If, for any n, there exist R(n,p, k) such that 
Card(E) ~ R(n,p,k) then there exist a subset FeE with n elements such that Pp(F) is 
included in a class of e. 

Applying this result to the computation of sequences in the monoid M having k ele
ments (with p = 2 and n = n' * kM ), we can easily obtain the following corollary: 
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Corollary 2.3 For any finite monoid M with k elements, there is R( n' kM' 2, k) E IN 
such that any sequence longer than R can be factorized in n' + 2 parts: 

. kM kM 
s.mi~m2 

n' 

where, according to theorem 2.1, mkM is an idempotent of the monoid M and mi omkM = 
mi· 

3 FAULT DETECTION POWER 

3.1 Protocols as automata 

Specifications of protocols are represented by inputs outputs state machines (IOSM). In 
these machines, the alphabet is the union of input alphabet, output alphabet and internal 
alphabet (see example in figure 6). IOSM can always be reduced in a deterministic minimal 
automata. Our tool tool contain an algorithm wich provide minimal automata. So in 
the sequel we suppose that the used automata are deterministic and reduced. Moreover 
protocols modelize iterations of periodical prefix processes. So, in the sequel, we also 
assume that the used automata are strongly connected (with eventually an additional sink 
state) and they have only one final state which is the initial one. 

3.2 Faults model 

Several types of implementation faults linked to specification modelized by IOSM can be 
defined [BDD+91]. We have mainly two basic faults: "output faults" and ''transfer faults" 
(respectively bad output event and bad final state for a transition of the automaton). 
Moreover, some other faults can be considered: missing state, missing transition and 
additional state or transition. 

Generally, in order to express the covered fault model, the generation method assumes 
that the tested implementation is complete and has the same number of states than the 
implementation. In this case the fault model is only composed by the basic faults. 

In our approach, we make also supose that the implementation is complete, but we 
do not need any assumptions on the size of the implementation. So we have to take into 
account two other types of faults: 

• "Simple additional state fault": An additional state is considered as a fault if the 
calculus from it in the specification do not correspond to the ones from any states of 
the specification. For the specification described in the figure 3, the b) is a correct 
implementation of a) but c) is a faulty one (the transition (3',e,5) is omitted. 

• "Linearization fault": The others additional state type of faults are due to lineariza
tions of loops. A n-linearization of a loop is the substitution of this loop by n 
consecutive paths with the same label. For example, figure 4a points out a spec
ification that contains a loop on the state 1. The implementation of figure4b is a 
correct one but the implemention 4c and 4d are faulty ones due to a 1-linearization, 
respectively a 2-linearization, of the loop b. 

The method described in the sequel allows to capture, in a certain limit, this fault 
model. This limit is completely controled by the user. 
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Figure 3 simple additional state fault 
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Figure 4 linearization fault 

4 Test sequences generation 

The basic method, we enlarge here, has been described in [CCSC95]. It can be viewed 
as a general method that incrementally develops sequences for a given goal (initial state 
to final one). The sequences are kept or rejected with respect to the generation rule that 
consider the global behaviour of the transitions in the specification. 

4.1 Application to communication protocol test 

In a "well written" specification, two elements of the alphabet have different behaviours; 
i.e. their transfer functions on the automaton are different. So, in the transitional monoid 
of a specification, two different elements of the alphabet correspond to two different ele
ments. We call basic element, an element of the monoid which corresponds to a letter of 
the alphabet. 
For the transitional monoid, the idempotent property j: = ju means that: 

Vu', u" E u"" Vq E Q, 8(q, u') = q' =} 8(q', u") = q' 

Our method consist in controlling the number n' of consecutive iterations of a same 
idempotent: For any n' ~ 0, we will consider only factorization of m E M of the form 
(o:,P,(3) where 0:::; i:::; n'-l with o:,j,(3 E M, 0: =I j, (3 =I j, P = j, o:j = 0:. This set 
of factorization is finite. So for each n', Corollary 2.3 guaranties that the set of sequences, 
obtained by factorization of an element of the monoid, is finite. 
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We first introduce the method on the example of the figure 2. The first step of the 
method leads us to calculate the classes of the congruence Rj and the composition table of 
the corresponding monoid (cf table 1). In this case, we want to produce some sequences 
which lead form qo, the initial state to q3, the final one. The corresponding element in the 
monoid is mab so the sequences will be deduced from the factorization of this element. For 
n' = 3, the obtained set of factorization is: 

mab -t { mab, 

mabffiab,m€ffiab,ffiabffie,ffiaffib,ffibffia, 

ffieffieffiab,maffiaffib,ffibffibffia," .} 

In this example, all the elements of the monoid are idempotent and so no generated 
factorization contains terms like m~, m~, m~, m~b' Then, we replace the elements of the 
monoid by their representatives in the alphabet. We obtain, extracting from this set all 
the sequences that are prefixes of another the following set of sequences: 

81 : abaaba 
82 : abaabb 
83 : abbabb 
84 : aabaabaa 
85 : aabaabb 
86 : aabbaa 
87,88,89,810,811,512 : symmetrical from 51 ... 56 by interchanging a and b. 

4.2 Sequences generation algorithm 

The monoid associated with a specification is computed using the AMORE system (com
puting Automata, MOnoid, and Regular Expression)[JPTW90], developed at the Aachen 
university since 1986, is a tool for finite states automata, syntactic monoids [Pin86][EiI76] 
and regular languages computations. It offers different procedures that convert regular 
expressions or automata into complete deterministic minimal automata, moreover it com
pute the associated syntactic monoids. The syntactic monoid is the transitional monoid 
of the minimal automaton. 

We select the set of elements which correspond to calculus from the initial state to 
itself and we only develop test sequences for this set of elements. So, we obtain sequences 
which can be chained with no need of a reset. 
Each class admits a factorization (cf table 1) whose first term is a basic element. We take 
into account only such factorizations. We compute in an incremental way (developing at 
each step the left term of the factorization of a class) the test sequences a verifying the 
property: 

Generation rule: If a sequence a is factorizable in the form: 
a=al··· ail ai1+1 ... ai2a i2+1 ... ai3ai3+1 ... ain ,ainl +l ... aj 

with f = (ai ,+1 ... ai2 ) = ... = (ain'_1+1' .. ain,) 
then P 1= f. 

(i.e. not any chosen sequences contain n' consecutive identical idempotent factors.) 
We refine the previously built set Tl , avoiding any sequence of Tl which is strict prefix 

(operator :S) of another one in Tl . So we produce the set T2 : 
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a) b) 

Figure 5 Example of behaviour lost 

Prefix rule: (7 E T2 iff: 

In fact, the implementation of our algorithm directly works on the words corresponding 
to basic elements. 

Corollary 2.3 guaranties the termination of the algorithm and so, our set of sequences 
is finite. 

4.3 Generating from a sub-specification 

In the following section we give the user the possibility to express a sub-specification (i.e. 
a part of the initial specification). We have seen that a monoid is able to express some 
properties in a global way. When we have a sub-specification, some informations about 
the global behaviour of some inputs or outputs are lost. Let us consider the figure 5 that 
describes two parts ( a) and b) ) of a same specification where transition labelled by "a" 
appears. In the complete specification, the sequence "aa" corresponds to an idempotent, 
it is not the case for the sequences "a". If we consider a sub-specification where only 
the configuration b) appears, then the basic element "a" becomes an idempotent. If we 
directly extract sequences from this sub-specification, factors "aaa" and "aaaa" are not 
allowed. But in the complete specification, this factors may occurs in the test sequences. 
So, in this case we have lost an information about the behaviours of the transitions labelled 
by "a" in the sub-specification. 

We have to take into account both the monoid which corresponds to the target speci
fication and the monoid which corresponds to the total specification in our test sequence 
generation. The first monoid is used to develop the sequences and the second one to 
compute the possible reductions of the sequences. 

5 USER CONTROL 

In this section, we propose to the user two ways to control the generation of the test 
sequences. The first control concerns the possibility to define targets to test in the speci
fications. In order to obtain this, we propose a language to manipulate test criteria. The 
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second allows the user to increase or decrease the fault model. A convenient interface will 
be provided in the sequel. 

5.1 Formal expression of test criteria 

The aim of the section is to provide a formal way to express test criteria. A criterion is a 
user requirement for a particular test. A criterion being defined, our method selects a set 
of sequences that matches the criterion. 
As we use automata theory, regular expressions (see below) will be the basis to express 
test criteria. 

5.1.1 User Requirements 

Let (r., Q, qo, Ii, F) be an automaton specification. The automaton is defined with some 
"characteristic objects" that are 

• the set of states, 

• the symbols from the alphabet, 

• the transfer function or the transitions. 

It is obvious that user requirements for a particular test are defined over these objects. 
(1) Testing a particular transition is a widely used requirement (see the survey by [SL89]). 
Such a test consists of executing some preamble which is a sequence that leads the IUT 
(Implementation Under Test) to the origin of the transition, executing the transition, 
and eventually executing some post amble (the sequence after the transition). This is 
also known as the "single transition" test method and it is basically used in many tests 
requirements. For instance, 
(2) Testing a transition with all possible preambles, 
(3) Testing a given sequence of transitions 
(4) Performing the previous test (3) n consecutive times (n = 2,3, ... ). 
We consider the automaton specification of figure 6 and the previous requirements are 
used in the sequel to illustrate the proposed formalism for test criteria. 

5.1.2 (Test) Criteria Expressions 

The reader may report to [Aut87, Pin86, BS86j for more details on regular expressions. 
A test criterion is defined by an expression. We define a test criterion expression 

or simply criterion expression (C E) by means of (additional) operators that are more 
suitable to facilitate criteria description and to improve the readability. These operators 
are +, *, A, n, U, -, LENGTH, length, MIN, min, NOLOOPS. 
E stands for a regular expression, C E stands for a criterion expression, qk stands for state 
k and i,j,n stand for integers. 
The expressions syntax is defined in a recursive way by the grammar: 

CE ::= (qoS)ICE+ICE*ICE A nl(CE n CE)I(CE U CE)I(CE - CE) 
S ::= FqkSIF.qo Vk E Q 
F ::= MIN(E)lmin(E)INOLOOPS(E)IE 
E ::= 01claiE U EIE.EIE*IE+ILENGT H(E, i,j)llength(E, i,j) 
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The grammatical rule C E acts as a generator and a combiner of criterion expressions. The 
rule S permits to describe the general structure of a criterion expression. The operation on 
the extended regular expressions are defined by the rule F and extended regular expressions 
by the rule E. 
The criteria described by users are combinations of criterion C E in the following form: 

by means of the operators +, *, II, n , u, - whose semantic is: 

• C(CE*) = C(CE)* 
* defines iteration. 

• C(CE+) = C(CE*) - {c} 
+ defines iteration without the empty word, c. 

• C(CEI - CE2 ) = C(CE1 ) - C(CE2) 

- defines the difference of the 2 languages associated with 2 criterion expressions. 

• C(CE II n) = C(CE.CE ... CE) n times 
A (power) defines the number of iterations of a criterion expression. 

• C(CEI n CE2 ) = C(CE1) n C(CE2 ) 

n defines the intersection of the 2 languages associated with 2 criteria expressions. 

• C(CEI U CE2) = C(CEt} U C(CE2) 

U defines the union of the 2 languages associated with 2 criteria expressions. 

The language associated with a criterion expression C E of the form: 

is equal to: 
C(qo.F1.qil).C(q;,.F2.q;,).··· .C(qin _ 1 Fn.qo) 

where Fi is MIN(E), min(E), NOLOOPS(E) or simply an extended regular expression 
E (using length). Each language C(qi.Fi.qj) describes the words defined by Fi which lead 
from qi to qj. In particular, C(qi.S.qj) = Cij denote the set of word u in the specification 
such that qj ~ qj 

• C(qj.E.qj) = Cjj n C(E) 

• C(qj.MIN(E).qj) = {u E C(q;.E.qj) I V v E C(q;.E.qj), lui::; Ivl} where lui is the 
length of u 
MIN defines the set of words of an extended regular expression with minimal length. 

• C(q;.min(E).qj) = u E C(qj.E.qj) I V v E C(qj.E.qj), lui::; Ivl} 
min is a word of an extended regular expression with a minimal length. 
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{
V W Vi 

• £(q;.NOLOOPS(E).qj) = u E £(q;.E.qj) I Vvwv' E ~+Iu = vwv',q; -+ qj -+ qk-+ 
qj =} qj f:: qd 
NOLOOPS denotes the set of words of an extended regular expression which do 
not use loops. 

• £(LENGTH(E,n,m)) = {u E £(E)I n:::; lui:::; m} 
LEN GT H denotes the set of words of an extended regular expression with a specified 
length. 

• £(length(E,n,m)) = u E £(E)I n:::; lui:::; m 
length denotes a word of an extended regular expression with a specified length. 

In next section, we give some examples of criteria expressions that use these operators. 

Criteria Expression Examples 

(1) GEl = qo.~·.q5.IDATreq.~·.qo send an IDATreq in state qs with any preamble 
and any post amble. 

(2) GE2 = qo.min(~·).q5.IDATreq.~·.qo same as (1) but with a preamble of minimal 
length. 

(3) GE3 = qo.~·.qs-(IDATreq.~·) 1\ 3.qo brings the IUT in state qs with any preamble, 
then send an I DATreq followed by some postamble, 3 consecutive times. 

(4) GE4 = qo.~·.qs.LENGT H(I DATreq.~·, 3, 5).qo brings the IUT in state qs with any 
preamble, then sends a sequence starting with an IDATreq which length is between 
3 and 5. 

5.1.3 From test criteria expression to target sub-specification 

It is not difficult to translate the test criteria expressions into regular expressions and 
then to combine the criteria with the specification in order to obtain the part of the 
specification that the user want to test (the target sub-specification). The first step of 
the method allows to transform all the additional operators used by the criteria. In the 
second step, we eliminate the state notation to merge the alphabet of the specification. 

When the criterion expression has been transformed in the form of a regular expression 
the final step, before the generation step, consists of the generation of the target sub
specification. It corresponds to the computation of the intersection between the criteria 
expression and the specification. If the intersection is empty, then it means that the 
expressed criteria is not suitable with the specification. 

All the operations over automata and regular expressions we made are computed using 
the software AMORE [JPTW90j. 

5.2 Formal expression of the fault model 

Basicaly, the generation method works with n' = 3. In this case, the set of sequences 
contains a distinguishing sequences if it exists, the UIO sequences if they exist, a set of 
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caracterisation as produce by the W method. Moreover, we can test all the faults due to 
a I-linearization of loops and the faults due to simple additional state fault. The user can 
modify this model either increasing or decreasing it 

5.2.1 Test weakness 

We can reduce the number of sequences and so decrease the fault detection power by 
adding some test rules. For example, the user can specify the following rules: 

Orderness rule: If two sequences SI et S2 are built in the following form: 
SI : ao· .. ah ... ai ai+1 ... aj aj+1 ... ag ag+1 ... ap 
S2 : ao· .. ah ... ai aj+l ... ag ai+1 ... aj ag+1 ... ap 

with m = (ah ... ai)",,! = (ai+1'" aj)""g = (aj+l". ag)", and mog = m and mof = m 
then we only keep one of them. 
This rule intuitively expresses that the order of loops appearance is not important in this 
case. 

Repetition rule: If a sequence q is built in the following form: 
q : ao ... ah ... ai ai+1 ... aj aj+1 ... ag ag+l ... ap 

with m = (ah ... a;)""f = (ai+l ... aj)", = (aj+l ... aG)"" mof = m and fof = f 
then we only keep one f factor. 

This rule expresses that a sequence never contain two consecutive idempotent factors. 
In particular, a loop which belongs to an idempotent class is tested only once. 

These reduction rules can be expressed in a global way or in a local way (specifying 
the elements on which the rules can be applied). 

Comments: These reduction rules do not garantie the basic fault model. 

5.2.2 Test increase 

The basic method is able to detect the faulty implementation of figure 4c ("b" correspond 
to an idempotent), but it cannot detect the faulty implementation of figure 4d due to a 
2-linearization. Intuitively, this detection is linked to the number of iterations of the faulty 
loop specified in the generation rule. If we enforce the generation rule, we are able to detect 
faults hide by n-linearizations. It correspond to the parametrization of the generation rule 
by n': mr'+1 --+ mr' with m 0 f = m and f 0 f = f. 

5.3 Advantages of the method 

5.3.1 Industrial needs in communication protocol testing 

We can mention the following requirements: 

• Each sequence has to begin in the initial state and return to the initial state (this is 
the usual representation of a test sequence obtained in an empirical way). 

• To lead the specification to a given state and to go to another given state to cover 
a part of the specification. 
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• To have a large choice of sequences selections to cover given areas of the specification. 

• To maximize the number of possible testable errors. 

5.3.2 Advantages of the sequences generated with our method 

• Production of sequences whatever required initial and final states, and in particular 
the possibility to produce sequences for inopportune events: If the specification has 
an error state where leads all an inopportune event transition and a reset to return 
to the normal behaviour, the general method produce some sequences to test these 
transitions. But if the error state is a sink state, we have to produce unchainable 
sequences which lead from qo to the sink state. 

• Ability of criteria expression by means of the test criteria languages. 

• Taking into account of the required faults model by means of the generation rules 
(orderness, repetition rules·· .). 

• Preservation of the fault detection power of the sequences even if they are not applied 
to the initial state. For instance, if the IUT is not in its initial state, the used 
sequences are still valid. 

6 EXAMPLES 

We illustrate our generation method on the example of the INRES protocol [Hog92]. 
This protocol provide a simple asymmetric data transfer over an unreliable medium. The 
connection asked by the initiator is established by means of the primitives: ICONreq, 
ICONind, ICONres, ICONconf and then the data transfer by the primitives IDATreq 
and IDATind. At any time the connection can be disrupted by the responder by means 
of the primitives IDISreq and IDISind. A specification for the initiator part is given 
figure 6. We give below some examples of criteria and the corresponding sequences for 
this specification. We use for these examples a local test architecture. 

To this automaton corresponds a monoid with 1198 elements. If we apply our method 
on this monoid, the produced set of sequences will be too big to be used to test the 
implementation. Also, with the test criteria expression language, we cut the test problem 
in different test objectives. The examples below are inspired from the basic test of the 
9646 standard [ISO]. 

• Test purpose: Basic connection test - this test aims at verifying if the implementation 
under test (IUT) is able to connect to another entity. The criterion is expressed as 
follows: 

CEbasic..connection = qo.ICONreq.('L, - (IDATreq U Tl))*.IDISind.qo 

This criterion means that the upper tester asks for a connection (ICONreq) and 
waits for a connection end (IDISind). Not any data transfer (IDATreq) or recon
nection timer (Tl) are authorized at this level of test. 

The monoid which corresponds to the intersection with the specification have 38 
elements. The test set is composed by only 4 sequences. 
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?DR 

Figure 6 10SM for the initiator part of the 1nRes protocol 

ICOlreq.CR.DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR.DR.IDISilld 
ICOlreq. CR. DR. IDISilld. ICOlreq .CR. CC. lCOlconf. DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq. CR. CC. lCOlconf. DR. IDISind. ICOlreq. CR. DR. IDISilld 
ICOlreq.CR.CC. ICOlconf .DR. IDISind. ICOlreq.CR.CC . ICOlconf .DR.IDISind 

• Test purpose: Elementary data transfer - this test aims at verifying the ability of 
the 1UT to exchange data with another entity. The criterion is expressed as follows: 

C Eelementary_data..transjer = qo.min(~*).q5.1 D ATreq.q20.min(~· .AK (1 ).~*).qo 

This criterion means that we want to take a minimal way to lead the implementation 
in the state (q5) in which data transfers are allowed. Then we asked for a data 
transfer (I D ATreq) and we terminate the connection in the shortest way with a 
positive acknowledgement. 

The corresponding monoid have 83 elements and it allows us to produce one sequence: 

ICOl"req.CR.CC. ICOlconf . IDATreq.DT(l) .AJ[(1) .DR.IDISind. 
ICOlreq.CR.CC.lCOlconf . IDATreq.DT(l) .11(1) .DR.IDISind 

• Test purpose: Behaviour with respect to connection timer - this test aims at verify
ing the connection protocol with respect to the connection timer. The criterion is 
expressed as follows: 

CEconnection_behaviour = qo.ICONreq.(~ - (DR))*.ICONconJ.(~ - (IDATreq))*.qo 
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This criterion means that, after a connection request, (ICONreq) all events, and in 
particular the event corresponding to a connection timer end, are authorized except 
a disconnection request (DR). After a connection confirm (ICONconf), not any 
data transfer (1 DATreq) is accepted. 

The target sub-specification is associated with a monoid which contains 155 elements 
and we produce a set of 16 sequences: 

ICOlreq. CR. CC. ICOlcon:f . DR. IDISind. ICOlreq.CR.ce. ICOllcon:f . DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind. ICOllreq. CR. Tl.CR.ce. ICDlcon:f .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR.CC.ICDlcon:f .DR. IDISind. ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR.ce.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR.CC. ICDlcon:f .DR. IDISind. ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR.ce.ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR.ce. ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind. ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Tl.CR.ce.ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. Ti.CR.CC. ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR.ce.ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Ti.CR.ce. ICOlconf .DR. IDISind. ICOlreq.CR. ce. ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Ti.CR.ce. ICOlconf .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR.CC . ICOlconf .DR.IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Ti.CR.ce. ICOlconf .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. Tl.CR.CC . ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Ti.CR.ce. ICOlconf .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. T1.CR. Ti.CR.CC. ICDlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. Ti.CR. Tl.CR. T1.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR.CC . ICOlconf .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. T1.CR. T1.CR.ce . ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR.CC . ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. T1.CR. Tl.CR.ce .ICOrconf .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. T1.CR.CC. ICDlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
ICOlreq.CR. T1.CR. Tl.CR. T1.CR.CC.ICOlcon:f .DR.IDISind.ICOlreq.CR. Tl.CR. T1.CR. T1.CR.CC. ICOlcon:f .DR. IDISind 
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